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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The aim of this small note is to obtain the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let II/: A -+ B be a regular homomorphism of noetherian 
rings, A excellent, and I)*: Y + X the corresponding map of real spectra. For 
any prime cones a’ -+ c( in X and /I E Y with $*a = CI, there is /?’ E Y with 
P’ + A II/ *p = cd, ht fl’ = ht ~1’. 
(For generalities on the theory of the real spectrum we refer to [CR]; for 
commutative algebra, to [Ml.) 
Of course, such a going-down theorem is elementary for Zariski spectra, 
even with the single hypothesis that $ is flat. But in the real setting that is 
no longer true. The failure was first remarked by M. Coste and M. F. Roy 
[CR, no. 61 with 
I): R{t} -+ R{x}: fHX2. (1.2) 
They also proved a positive result: Theorem 1.1 with the extra 
assumption that $ is finitely presented [CR, 6.3ii]. Unfortunately, that 
assumption was too restrictive: it excluded, for instance, completions of 
polynomial rings. In any case, Counterexample (1.2) already suggests that 
going-down need not be related to finiteness conditions on $. 
Thus, our goal in Theorem 1.1 is to drop any restriction on II/, except 
regularity. A nice immediate consequence is: 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let A, m he a local excellent ring and a its m-com- 
pletion. Then, over any chain of specializations of A, CQ -+ . . . + a1 + ~1~ 
with supp(cr,) = WZ, there is another of a, 6, -+ .. -+ 6, -+ i0 such that 
ht 6, = ht cii, i = 0, . . . . d. 
Indeed, A being excellent, A + A is regular and Theorem 1.1 applies 
inductively with fro = GL~. Similar corollaries can be deduced for the 
henselization of A or the strict localization of A at a0 (cf. [RI). 
Applications in various contexts of results close to Corollary 1.3 are 
shown in [Rzl] and [Rz~]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
We shall develop our argument in three steps. 
First Reduction Step 
We keep all notations in Theorem 1.1 and put 
#z’ = supp(cr’) c supp(cc) = #& A = A~I~~‘A~ 
b’B = suppm = a; B= B,J&B? 
By the very definitions [M, 33.A, p. 2491 the induced homomorphism 
A -+ B is regular, as A -+ B is. Moreover, as 1+6 is local and flat, it is 
faithfully flat. In particular, B is reduced [M, Lemma 2i, p. 2511. 
Let a’ + Cc and /? stand for the prime cones induced in 2 and B by Q’ + CL 
and /I. Clearly, it suffices to prove that there is some prime cone p 1* b, 
8’ n A = cl’ and with support some zero-divisor of B. 
In other words, we assume henceforth that 
(2.1) Both rings are local, say (A, m, k) and (B, n, I), as well as the 
map A -+ B; A is a domain; and 
supp(0= {O}, suPP(~)=m, suPP(B)=n. 
Second Reduction Step 
Now we just need to see that for any fi, . . . . f, E A positive in ct’ there is 
some prime cone /I’ -+ p, which makes them positive and with support 
some zero-divisor of B. 
To start with, we pick 6 E A\(O) such that Bp is regular whenever 6 $ a. 
(6 does exist: [M, Lemma 2i, p. 2511 and A is excellent.) Then, by the 
dimension theorem 1.1 in [Rz~], there is a prime ideal #c A verifying 
(a) dim A/#= 1, S$# 
(b) f,, . . . . f, are positive in a prime cone @I -+ u with support b. 
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We set A, = Al+,, B, = B/#B. Then B, is reduced and A, -+ B, faithfully 
flat regular. Suppose we know there is a prime cone 8, -+ c1 with support a 
prime-divisor a of +iB, lying over CI,. 
Since 6 $9, B, is regular and coincides with (B/x), for some (unique) 
zero-divisor x of B. Consequently, any total ordering in K(P) lifts to a total 
ordering in B/Z. Thus, any lifting /I’ of 8, solves the question. 
All this means we can add the hypothesis 
dim A = 1. (2.2) 
End of the Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Since dim A = 1, the integral closure A” of A in its quotient field is a 
semilocal regular excellent domain of dimension 1 and a finite A-module. 
Thus in the base change diagram 
B+B=B&,A” 
J J (2.3) 
A+2 
the horizontal arrows are finite, and the vertical ones faithfully flat and 
regular [M, Lemma 4, p. 2531. In particular, B is a regular ring [M, 
p. 2511. 
On the other hand ct’ induces in A”’ a (unique) total ordering d’ that 
makes convex a (unique) maximal ideal & c 2, thus giving a total ordering 
6 in it = Al/&, which extends K But in I= B/H we have p that extends tl, and 
then (unique) inclusions 
k c it c I= real closure of I w.r.t. p. 
This induces a homomorphism 2: B + 7 (associated to B + I c 7and A” -+ 
Ec7) whose kernel is denoted by & Clearly, &iznB=n and G.nA”=&, and 
both /3 and 6 extend to rc(n). 
Now we remark that B/&B = BOA it is regular, as is its localization 
B, J&B, (A” + B is regular). 
Hence, if t, E 2 is a uniformizer for 2,) t, B, = &B; and we get a regular 
system of parameters { 1, , . . . . td} of the local regular ring B;. Hence 
I A 
(B,) = 4gz)CCtl, .. . . cdl1 
m-=~Cc~Jl> 
the vertical arrow being t, H t, !. 
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It is obvious now that d extends to a prime cone fl in B, whose restric- 
tion /?’ to B verifies 
(a) B’+B 
(b) fl’nA=a’ 
(c) supp(fi’)=ker(B+B,)=q. 
To finish we have to check that ht 9 = 0 (for 9 to be a zero-divisor). 
First we note that B/sGLB = B@d it = (B/&B) ok 1 and get the base 
change 
The upper horizontal arrow is faithfully flat, because k is a field, and 
finite, because it is finite over k. Consequently [M, Theorem 20(3), p. 811 
ht G/&LB = ht n/mB. 
From this and ht & = ht m = 1, using the faithful flatness of both vertical 
arrows in (2.3) we conclude 
ht n = ht +z. 
Now put + = ker(B+ B,). Then ht 2 = ht &/a, and since B/q cs BJ+ is 
finite, we have [M, Theorem 20(2), p. 811 
and so ht 9 = 0. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is thus complete. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Concerning the regularity hypothesis on $ in Theorem 1.1 we can take a 
better look at Coste and Roy’s example (1.2) in higher dimensions. The 
interesting fact is that it becomes closer and closer to being regular, 
without verifying the real going down. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The homomorphism 
$4: R(t) + R{x,, . ..) x,}: tt-+x:+ ‘.. +x2 n 
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is faithfully flat and 
(1) Its generic fiber is geometrically regular and is connected for 
n 2 2; 
(2) Its special fiber is a geometrically isolated hypersurface 
singularity of dimension n - 1 and multiplicity 2, normal for n >= 3 and 
factorial for n 2 5. 
Proof. First of all, we notice that by standard descent arguments (cf. 
[M, 33.B, p. 2501) it is enough to test everything for the complexification 
~C:@{t}~@{x,,...,x,}:tHX:+ . ..+x?., (3.2) 
and we put A=C(t}, K=qfA, B=C{x}, x=(x, ,..., xn). 
Using multiplication by t, it follows that Tor;‘(@, B) = {0}, and so by the 
local criterion [M, Theorem 49, p. 1471 B is faithfully flat over A. 
Now, we consider the two fibers of $c. 
(3.3) Generic Fiber. This is BBa K and we discuss its geometric 
properties as follows. 
Let L be a finite extension of K. We can find 8 E K integral over A with 
L = K(B). Let P stand for the irreducible polynomial of 0 over K. As A is 
normal, P E A [u] and 
BOA L = N-u1 O,tCul L=S-‘(B[u]/P.B[u]), 
where S= A[u]\(P). Clearly t $ S and so BOa L is a ring of quotients of 
R= (3.3.1) 
But, by Hensel’s lemma, P(0, u) = (u-c)” for some CE C, because 
P E C{ t} [u] is irreducible. Thus, choosing 9 - c instead of 8 we may 
assume P(0, u) = up or, equivalently, that P is a Weierstrass polynomial of 
degree p. By the division theorem 
R=[@(x,uJ!P(Cx2.u)]~, t=Cx;. 
On the other hand, by the irreducibility of P again, for small complex 
values t # 0 the polynomial P(t, u) has no multiple root. This implies: 
(3.3.3) P(Cxf, u) has no multiple factor in C{x, u}. 
Hence, R is the analytic ring of a hypersurface singularity in C”, given by 
the equation P(Cxf, u) = 0. Its singular locus is easily seen to be t = 0, 
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u = 0. Consequently, by Abhyankar’s criterion of simple subvarieties 
[Ab, 9.21, all local rings 
are regular. But these are precisely all localizations of R at prime ideals and 
we conclude R is regular. 
Whence, BOA L, as a ring of quotients of R, is regular too. 
Finally, BOA L is a domain for n 2 2. To see that, first we remark that A 
is algebraically closed in B (this follows readily form Puiseux’s theorem). 
Equivalently, so is K in qf B = qf( B Oa K). Our claim is now a con- 
sequence of [B, V, 917, Proposition 4, p. 135, and Proposition 5, p. 1361. 
(3.4) Special Fiber. It is C{x}/cxf and for n 2 3, normality follows 
from an old criterion of Oka (cf. [Ab, 12.31); for n 2 5, factoriality is a 
consequence of a result of Grothendieck and Samuel [SGA, XI, 
Corollary 3.14, p. 1321. 
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